We report time-domain measurements of ultraslow light propagation in a semiconductor quantum-well structure using coherent population oscillation. Delays greater than 1 ns are achieved for an amplitude-modulated optical beam propagating through a 195-nm-long active region, corresponding to group velocities less than 200 m / s. Delays can be easily varied by adjusting the intensity of the control laser. The bandwidth is suitable to delay sub-GHz modulated optical signals. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.2112197͔
All-optical storage and signal processing are of intense interest for numerous applications, ranging from true-time delay for antenna remoting to all-optical convolution functions, all-optical signal regeneration, all-optical wavelength conversion, and all-optical buffers. The ability to control the optical phase and hence group velocity over a wide range with high resolution is critical to enable such novel functionalities. Means of manipulating the group velocity of light are fundamentally limited to modifications of material dispersion and/or spatial dispersion. 1 Two coherent nonlinear optical processes, electromagnetically induced transparency ͑EIT͒ and coherent population oscillation ͑CPO͒, have recently been successfully employed to generate slow light in hot/ cold atomic vapors 2, 3 and solid-state crystals, 4, 5 with much interest in extending such quantum coherence phenomena to semiconductors. [6] [7] [8] [9] Both processes can generate a spectral window which exhibits a greatly reduced absorption. This spectral window features a steep positive material dispersion, in accordance with the Kramers-Kronig relationship, and, hence, a reduced group velocity for signal beams propagating through the medium. In contrast to slow light based on spatial dispersion, e.g., using optical resonators or photonic crystals, 10, 11 group delay and spectral bandwidth of the transparency window can be tuned over a large range in EIT-or CPO-based slow light schemes by adjusting the intensity of the control beam involved in the nonlinear optical process. 12, 13 The decoherence/relaxation rates of optical excitations in semiconductors typically range from picoseconds to nanoseconds. Thus, slow light propagation in semiconductor systems resulting from EIT or CPO potentially allow for operating bandwidths in the GHz-range. This far exceeds bandwidths demonstrated in previous EIT-or CPO-based slow light schemes in atomic vapors or solid-state crystals, a distinguishing feature of semiconductors over these other media. [2] [3] [4] [5] 12, 13 Additional features such as compactness, ease of integration, and the possibility of engineering the energy level structure ͑operating wavelengths͒ make semiconductor systems a desirable platform to support practical slow light devices for use in optical communication networks.
In this letter, we report time-domain measurements of ultraslow light propagation via CPO in a GaAs/ Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As quantum well ͑QW͒ structure. Slow-down factors of S ϳ 31 200 previously reported were inferred from measurements of the dispersive characteristics associated with CPO.
14 The time-domain studies presented here are the first direct demonstration of optical delay resulting from the highly dispersive CPO response in a QW structure. Measurements were carried out at T = 10 K on a multiple QW grown by molecular beam epitaxy. The structure, consisting of 15 GaAs QWs ͑13 nm͒ separated by Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As barriers ͑15 nm͒, was mounted on a sapphire disk with the substrate subsequently removed by chemical etching. Attaching the sapphire disk to the cold finger of a helium cryostat allowed for variable temperature control down to T = 4.2 K. Experiments were carried out at the peak of the inhomogeneously broadened heavy-hole ͑HH͒ exciton absorption resonance.
The nonlinear optical CPO response arises generally from coherent wave-mixing of two nearly degenerate optical fields ͑with detuning ␦͒, as both fields interact resonantly with a dipole optical transition. In the process, the resonant optical excitation, e.g., the heavy-hole ͑HH͒-exciton population, is temporally modulated at the beat frequency ␦ of the optical fields. For detuning ␦ on the order of or smaller than 1/͑T g ͒, where T g is the lifetime of the population grating, the control field can scatter coherently off the grating into the signal direction, effecting a reduced absorption in the signal direction. For larger detunings, the population grating can no longer follow the oscillations imposed by the optical fields, and no CPO-response is generated. In a GaAs-QW structure, the bandwidth of the CPO absorption dip is therefore determined by the lifetime T g of the exciton population grating, which decays due to recombination ͑spontaneous emission͒ and spatial diffusion of mobile excitons. 15, 16 Figure 1 depicts the experimental setup. Using an electro-optic modulator ͑EOM͒, a RF-amplitude modulation ͑AM͒ with frequency ␦ is imposed onto a single-mode Ti: sapphire laser. Sidebands generated by the AM act as the APPLIED PHYSICS LETTERS 87, 171102 ͑2005͒ signal beam, whereas the carrier wavelength acts as the control. As control and signal are effectively imposed onto the same beam, perfect mode matching is guaranteed. The modulation frequency ␦ determines the detuning between control and signal. The set-up is similar to that used in Ref. 5 . The transmission of the modulated optical beam through the sample is detected by a fast photo-receiver and displayed on a digital scope. The sample is cooled to T = 10 K and a modulation depth of ϳ5% is used in the experiment. Figure 2͑a͒ shows the attenuation and time delay as a function of the modulation frequency ␦ with P =4 mW power incident on the sample. The attenuation of the modulated signal, obtained from the amplitude ratio of resonant and respective off-resonant modulation traces, is baseline corrected. The feature reveals the absorption dip resulting from CPO. At low intensity levels ͑ ͑3͒ -regime͒, the width of the CPO absorption dip is determined by the inverse of the HH-exciton lifetime ͑T 1 ͒. The half width at half maximum ͑HWHM͒ of 120 MHz reveals T 1 = 1.3 ns, which is consistent with previous studies. 16 Note that effects of spatial diffusion are inherently absent in the measurement carried out here as control and signal field are copropagating. This explains the linewidth reduction of the CPO resonance over previous frequency-domain measurements.
14 Figure 2͑b͒ shows the delay as a function of modulation frequency ␦ ͑P =4 mW͒. For measurements of the delay, traces obtained with the laser tuned to the HH exciton resonance ͑generating CPO͒ are compared to traces obtained with the laser tuned to below the band-edge of the QW. In the latter case, a CPO response is not generated and the slow-down factor is determined by the background refractive index of the structure ͑n ϳ 3.5͒, the effect of which is negligible given the time resolution in the measurement. Time delays Ͼ1 ns are achieved at ␦ = 25 MHz. Given the length of the active region L =15ϫ 13 nm= 195 nm, this time delay corresponds to group velocities as low as 200 m / s and a slow-down factor S ϳ 1.5ϫ 10 6 . As the detuning is increased, the frequency of the signal beam is walked out of the transparency region, and hence the delay diminishes.
The greatly increased slow-down factor over that obtained from previous frequency-domain measurements arises mainly from the absence of exciton spatial diffusion and better mode matching in the time-domain measurements carried out here.
14 The resulting linewidth reduction is accompanied by an increase of the transparency depth by a similar factor as the spectral area of the CPO resonance is conserved. The slow-down factor thus shows an overall increase roughly given by the square of the linewidth reduction factor. In addition, perfect mode matching of signal and control beam is inherent in the time-domain measurement. Delays are not observed if 0 is tuned away from the line center, as the nonlinear optical response associated with CPO drops off rapidly away from the HH-exciton resonance. Figure 3͑a͒ shows the power dependence of the optical delay for various modulation frequencies. Delays increase at first with increasing power, peak, and roll off as power is further increased. The power dependence reflects the saturation behavior and power broadening of the CPO absorption dip. More importantly, it demonstrates the convenience with which the delay can be tuned optically ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated ultraslow light propagation in a semiconductor QW structure with v g Ͻ 200 m / s for the first time. We show two to seven orders of magnitude increased bandwidth and decreased material thickness compared to previous results obtained in atomic vapors and solid state crystals. 2, 5 The results presented are promising for potential applications of true time delay and variable optical buffers.
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